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ON THE COVER

This month’s special 10th Anniversary cover offers a retrospective of designs we’ve showcased over the past decade. The unique artwork published in Cancer Discovery is created through a collaboration between our editorial staff and a fantastic group of freelance artists. For the article selected to be featured on the issue cover and for each article published inside the Journal, Senior Editor Michele Hartsough takes inspiration from the general topic of the article and the figures, as well as from art and design images across a variety of styles, to generate an overall concept based on the science behind each study but with a more creative feel. Our Senior Production Project Editor, Julie Ehlers, facilitates communication with the artists, Nicolle Fuller, Claire Agosti, Marlin Peterson, Doug Smock, and Bianca Dunn, who artistically interpret and transform these ideas into the beautiful and striking images that complement the exciting science in each paper published in the Journal. We are very grateful to the artists who interpret our abstract ideas and help us create the distinctive aesthetic of Cancer Discovery.

In Memoriam: José Baselga (1959–2021)

Cancer Discovery joins the entire cancer research community in mourning the tragic loss of José Baselga on March 21, 2021. Dr. Baselga was a pioneer in precision oncology and a founding co–Editor-in-Chief of Cancer Discovery. His vision of advancing the best science to benefit patients continues to guide the journal, and he will be sorely missed. A full obituary written by his colleagues will be published in a forthcoming issue.